EQS 285 Practicum

with Manuel Trigo
Classical Dressage Trainer
by Kimberly June
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Mi vida antes de Manuel Trigo
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My main discipline was freestyle riding, trail riding, and Natural Horsemanship in Western Tack. I usually rode in a snaffle bit, mecate, rope hackamore, and often
bareback. I assisted and trained my own horses, as well as apprentice with Lowell Relkin who trained under Ray Hunt.
I have no prior knowledge of Manuel Trigo or dressage.

The Flyer!
“Internship Opportunity with Manuel Trigo”
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“Manuel Trigo is a Classical Dressage Master. He works with mainly Spanish horse, teaching them dressage and “Alta Escuela” – (High School or
Aires above the Ground). “
That was all I needed to see! I didn’t know how, or if it would be possible, but I wanted this chance of a lifetime.
I had no dressage experience, much less the confidence to work with someone of his caliber. I have always been moved by Iberian breeds, and the
Lipizzaners, but to be involved would be a dream come true for me.

My Goals for EQS 285 Practicum
•

•

•

•

•

I will obtain a clearer understanding of the History of Classical Dressage, knowledge about the different
Spanish and Portuguese horse breeds.
The purpose of tack utilized, such as the Doma Vaquera Saddle, the Alta Esquela Saddle, the Long Rein
Surcingle, Dressage Saddle, Pads, Long Reins, The Double Bit & Rein Bridle, the Mosquero, and the Serreta,
as well as the physical benefits of this discipline for horse and rider.
I will learn the art of classical plaiting, clipping,grooming of manes, forelocks and tails for specific
maneuvers in schooling, such as La Garrocha, Long Reining, Alta Esquela .
Gender specifics for showing- i.e mares vs. stallions. Some of these plaits will be maintenance braids,such as
long braids, simple forelock braids, three strand tail braid, and others will be dressage braids to complement
the grace, conformation of the horses neck and movements, such as the French forelock loop braid, French
braided mane a "running mane", and the Spanish tail bun variations which protect the length of tail and
allows rider to see leg movements properly.
I will expand my understanding of a "Centered and Balanced Seat"-riding in a vertically aligned posture of
ears, shoulders, hips and heels, that improves safety, comfort on the horse while aiding horses balance,
position gait, comprehension of rider cues.
How this benefits the warming up exercises, a walking gait, a trotting gait, and a canter, prior to being ridden
by Manuel Trigo with an emphasis on an energetic and forward gait movement from the horse.
I will obtain a greater understanding of specialized training aids to develop "Lightness" which is a
philosophy and ability of the horse to respond to the slightest request of the rider with balance, impulsion and
with "brio"-bounce and vigor in movement.
I will have a clearer understanding of light contact, extreme sensitivity, collection, jaw flexion, shoulder-in,
lateral flexion of the neck through the positioning and pressure of rider's hands, body and legs, as well as
horses carriage of it's head and body.
I will Assist through Preparation and Participation in the Working Equitation Seminar for "Doma Vaquera de
Trabajo" on February 15-16. 2014.
The focus is on learning the dressage of the Spanish Cowboy who performs maneuvers with expert timing and
expectation on the "fincas"-ranches of the fighting bulls of Spain.
Through this seminar I will have greater knowledge of gaits and postures of the Doma Vaquera, and be
introduced to dressage maneuvers such as: rein effects, presentation and entrance in the arena, exercises at
the Walk Straight, Vaquero Walk (Paso Castellano), Short Walk, Arremetida, Half-Pass, Pirouettes, Circles in
Canter, Short (Collected) Canter and playing with the bulls-"Carreton "-cart with the bull’s head.
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My goals had to be worthy of a Master, yet attainable for my extremely limited scope.
1)History, Horses and Tack
2)Grooming for disciplines
3)Correct Seat for Impulsion and Balance
4)Lightness-Manuel is writing a book on this subject, and established a foundation based on these principles.
5)Attend a two day Doma Vaquera de Trabajo Seminar

A Brief
History of
Classical
Dressage
Francois Baucher
Jean Claude Racinet
Manuel Trigo
LIGHTNESS
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Ecuyeres Classical and Modern.
Inspired riding from the French Riding School Masters of the 1800’s who achieved ultimate balance, flexibility and collection through lightness.
“Aids should be used only for transitions” JC Racinet (velocity/gaits/movement/balance)

The
Iberian
Breeds
Lusitano
Pura Raza Espanola
Andalusian*
Azteca
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Myself, on Delerio when he was still a stallion-a Lusitano
Alli a “Vega” Lusitano Stallion-bullfighting lines, hot blooded
Pantero-P.R.E.-not “pre”, a young black stallion, modeling in front of EQS Silent Auction at West World
Angela on Kiosko, a P.R.E Stallion, in Alta Escuela tack/Rodeno Attire
Depending on organization, most recognize Andalusian and P.R.E as the same, albeit some believe P.R.E a “purer” bloodline.
All are warhorses, specifically Lusitano’s . Strong square bodies, and regional bloodlines will affect profiles to some degree.
Manuel works with all breeds in his Training.

Tack &
Attires
Long Reins & Surcingle
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Xampu, Manuel & I working in Long Reins, the basis to training in Lightness.
Manuel at Westworld for Sporthorse Expo giving Long Rein demonstration with Pantero.
Manuel & Kael, Manuel’s son with Pantero & Merlin in Long Reins.

Tack &
Attires
Mosquero
Serreta
Double Reins & Bits
Dressage Saddle
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Mosquero-from “Mosca” keeps flies off in the fields, used for cadence and brio in the walk during training.
Serreta-Used for a young horse in training, as a subtle tool to request collection, flexion and balance by lifting withers, and putting poll in proper position-not used
as reins. Metal piece covered by leather, and iron rings for false reins.
Double bit-higher levels of communication and refinement, training starts in Spanish bit with a low port, double reins-riding one handed is the goal.
Dressage saddle designed by Manuel for properly centered seat, shoulder freedom, leg aids,and closer contact. It spoiled me for riding in other saddles.

Presentation:
Manes
Mares
Geldings
Stallions
Braids
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Traditionally Mares manes should be shaved or “roached”, this should be done with an even chevron shape.
Geldings are often roached, but if not, mane should fall on left side-or retrained to do so.
Stallions keep manes thick and lush with three strand maintenance braids on the left side.
Gracie-Lusitano
White gelding Andalusian at Carousel Show not Mnauel’s with mane on right side. We would re-train the mane.
“Z” a P.R.E and her newly convinced owner Betsy getting braids cut from Dominque
Davidoff-Lusitano and bad hair day
Pantero with a schooling braid-this took me a year to be able to learn properly
Dominique and I for clipping and spa time for Pantero
Kiana an Azteca getting ready for braids-2 to 3 hours of them!

Presentation:
Tails
Long Reins
Doma Vaquera
La Garrocha
Mares
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Long Reins and the Working Equitation disciplines require tails up and out of the way by special knots.
No rubber bands are used, always tied with hair or wraps.
Mares are expected to have a shaved or docked tail, with bells 4 finger lengths from the top of the tail.
Some Caballos de Trabajo (working horses) will be seen with a docked tail to prevent being snagged in bramble.
Occasionally we used a typical three strand braid when training to keep tail from being stepped on.

Centered and Balanced Seat

<NO

YES>
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Unbalanced on the left top, falling backwards, Delerio has no impulsion to move forward.
Unbalanced on the left bottom, falling forward, not in alignment, Merlin is agitated and rushes-I fall forward.
Balanced right top, in line, Melody is centered, responsive and engaged.
Balanced right bottom, my loose rein, and movements cause Viega to be engaged with me, and follow my cues, even though this was my first time
riding him. He has a reputation for being complicated and hot, but was engaged as I had more experience with my seat.

Lightness Clinic
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I needed to learn dressage ring sizing, metered circles, patterns, the letters in order to memorize the patterns required for lightness testing, so
what better way than to build the rings!
Lightness clinic to introduce expectations for Lightness principles and practice, and for the tournament. Where you win through your horse’s
enjoyment and collection. Not a competition for scores against other riders.
Bill Calderon of Iberian Connection, calling out patterns to me.
Double reins!!! One Hand!!! The Goal!!
I am doing it here, it is nice to see a Western Pleasure horse lifted and enjoying her work...first time she is using this bridle and serreta.

Lightness Tournament
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The first ever Lightness Tournament in Arizona at Loma Vista. My first horse show in over 35 years! Sponsored by the Lightness Foundation.
Lucky #128- I chose Western Reining Association Attire, as I did not consider myself advanced enough to ride in another style of Iberian or
Dressage attire.
Although I was afforded two opportunities to attain my Lightness award, I did not pass. This was not unexpected, in fact it was such an incredible
learning experience and I am proud to have been a part of it. I will keep working towards Lightness.
Many factors affected my scoring, but considering I have only ridden this mare Melody 3 times, as she lives in Oracle, and was not able to practice
training with her, I think we were a marvelous team. She is a lovely horse.

Doma Vaquera de
Trabajo Seminar

Doma-Dressage
Ease of Handling
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This level of riding is for a skilled rider who has been training for at least three years, but a worthy pursuit at any level to attain.
I was able to attend a seminar designed to teach the principles of Working Equitation (WE) based on the Doma Vaquera de Trabajo riding, which
requires exceptional skills, and upper level maneuvers of the horse.
Many factors play into Doma, the tack, the horses strengths, the rider’s ability and do it in timed speed events.
There are four phases, and criteria for each.

Doma Vaquera de
Trabajo Seminar

Speed
Team Cattle Work
La Garrocha
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In WE there is a segment that uses the Garrocha, a 7.5’ to 9’ wooden pole.
In Doma Vaquera this pole is used to maneuver the cattle, and the horse must have extreme agility and sensitivity to the rider’s cues.
In bullfighting it is a tool to aid the horse and rider.
The Carreton is used in training of Doma Vaquera to mimic the bull. Should we name him?
I did some practice with Manuel on the ground, I have a long way to go before I could do this on a horse!

!Mis amigos y mentores!
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My friends and mentors: Manuel & Dominique, Marie and the Amazing Horses :)

Suggested Reading and Links
www.trigomanuel.com
www.iberianconnection.com
www.lightnessfoundation.com
www.prehorse.org
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Kimberly June
KIM2075370@maricopa.edu
602-540-3567 cell
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Thank You!
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